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A haunting tale of survival and self-discovery by award-winning author Michael Morpurgo, who is on the verge of breaking through American success. When Michael's parents lose their jobs, they buy a boat and decide to go around the world with their beloved son and dog. It's an ideal trip - until Michael is
swept overboard. He is stranded on an island, where he struggles to survive. Then he discovers that he is not alone. His fellow shipwreck, Kensuke, keeps his distance at first. But when Michael's life is threatened, he slowly lets the boy into his world. The two teach and learn from each other until,
inevitably, they must separate. Stranded on a Pacific island, Michael struggles to survive on his own. Without food and water, he cowers to die. When he wakes up, there is a plate next to him of fish, fruit, and a bowl of fresh water. He's not alone... Michael Morpurgo's classic children's book, Kensuke's
Kingdom, is a thrilling adventure story and winner of the Children's Book Award (2000). Retailers Read more Nuevo desde Usado desde Versi-3n Kindle — — Tapa blanda, 9 marzo 2017 10.98 â'5.59 â'â'- Editorial: EGMONT BOOKS LIMITED Kensuke's Kingdom is a true children's classic by former
Children's Laureate Michael Morpurgo, the creator of War Horse. I heard the wind above me in the sails. I remember thinking, it's silly, you don't have your safety harness, you don't have your life jacket. You shouldn't do that... I was in the cold of the sea before I could even open my mouth to scream.
Stranded on a Pacific island, Michael struggles to survive on his own. Without food and water, he cowers to die. When he wakes up, there is a plate next to him of fish, fruit, and a bowl of fresh water. He's not alone... From the author of War Horse, Private Peaceful, An Eagle in the Snow, Listen to the
Moon, and I Believe in Unicorns comes a wonderful children's story - loved by children, teachers and parents. Michael Morpurgo has written more than 100 books and won the Whitbread Award, smarties Award, Circle of Gold Award, Children's Book Award and has been nominated for the Carnegie Medal
four times. Reviewed as A Dazzling Adventure by the Times. It's 1988 and Michael, 11, is a pretty happy kid until a letter gets to fire both his parents. After that, a creeping misery settles over the house, until Michael's father heads south to look for new opportunities. New opportunities are a total surprise
for Michael and his mother when they arrived somewhere near Southhampton and discover his father bought one bought and has plans for the family to sail around the world. And veil they even bringing the long Stella Artois, the It's 1988 and Michael, 11, is a pretty happy child until the day a letter
manages to lay off both his parents. After that, a creeping misery settles over the house, until Michael's father heads south to look for new opportunities. The new opportunities are to Michael and his mother when they arrived somewhere near Southhampton and discover his father bought one bought and
has plans for the family to sail around the world. And sail them, even bringing Stella Artois, the family dog. Everything goes well, with lots of interesting stops, until they sail away from Australia and across the Coral Sea towards Papua New Guinea. It was there, on July 28, 1988, that they hit the bad
weather, and Michael, driving in the cockpit, saw Stella going overboard. Trying to save her, he's also going overboard. Fortunately, his football too, which gives him some buoyancy. The next morning, Michael wakes up on an island beach with Stella and has no idea how he got there. It turns out that the
island is a jungle with a thriving wildlife. After exploring all day, a hungry and thirsty Michael and Stella retreat to the shelter of a cave to spend the night like a castaway. The next morning, and every morning after that, Michael and Stella wake up and find fresh water and carefully prepared raw fish waiting
for them. Knowing that he is not alone, Michael finally meets his benefactor while trying to build a fire large enough to be seen by a passing boat. Instead, he is seen by an old Japanese man, Michael's benefactor, who quickly sets fire. The two begin to a difficult beginning, but eventually they become
friends, and Kensuke, Michael learns, has lived on the island since World War II. Kensuke teaches Michael how to fish, cook and even paint with the octopi ink they catch and in return, Michael teaches him English. Kensuke, who had been a doctor in Japan, began telling Michael about his happy life in
Nagasaki before the war, about his wife Kimi, and his son, Michiya. When the war came, Kensuke joined the Japanese navy as a doctor, and was the only survivor of an attack on his ship. Later, hearing Americans talk about the bomb that was dropped on Nagasaki, killing everyone, Kensuke decided to
stay on the island after the end of the war. Eventually, he realizes that Michael belongs to his family, and agrees to let him build a fire to attract a passing ship, and even agrees to leave the island, too, if a ship actually shows up. In the end, when the rescue is about to happen, Kensuke chooses to stay on
the island, but asks Michael not to talk about him for at least 10 years, which he does. After writing a book about his affair with Kensuke, Michael receives a very surprising unexpected letter from Japan.I must admit, even though I doubted that Michael and Stella would survive in a stormy ocean at night, I
voluntarily suspended my disbelief and let myself of this intergenerational story about an unusual friendship. I found the beginning a little slow, thinking that I could have lived without many descriptions about life in London, but once Michael and Stella were on the island, my interest, excitement and rhythm
soon picked up its rhythm. I found myself very curious about Kensuke, but Morpurgo delayed his until the right time. The Kingdom of Kensuke reminded me of Theodore Taylor's book The Cay, but without the kind of racial tension that existed at the beginning between White Phillip and West Indian
Timothy, and which actually took place during World War II. Yet pairing these two books together would result in an interesting take on intergenerational, biracial friendships under stressful conditions (which is often when we discover the most about ourselves). I don't know if it's me, but every time I read a
book by Michael Morpurgo (and I've read a lot of them), I find myself rocked in history, and I don't mean that in a negative way. It is actually almost hypnotic and I think the reason why not only is disbelief suspended, but it makes the story more real and enjoyable, even the sad bits. And, interestingly, I
find that I always choose a Morpurgo book whenever I'm in a nostalgic mood. And, yes, I found myself reaching for the tissues I finished reading the Kingdom of Kensuke, so be warned. This book is recommended for readers aged 9 - This book was purchased for my personal libraryThis review was
originally posted on Children's War ... more Kensuke's Kingdom First editionAuthorMichael MorpurgoTranslatorEnglishIllustratorMichael ForemanCountryUnited KingdomGenreHistorical fictionPublished1998 Egmont UK LtdMedia typePrint (HardbackPaperback)Pages161ISBN978-
1405201940OCLC429021819 Kensuke's Kingdom is a children's novel by Michael Morpurgo, illustrated by Michael Foreman. It was first published in 1999[1] by Egmont UK. Since then, have been released by various other publishers, such as Scholastic. [2] Summary of the book A young boy called
Michael travels with his parents around the world on the Peggy Sue boat, after his parents lost their job at the brickyard and decided to sail the seven seas. Michael's parents teach him what he would normally have learned at school and he has a diary where he writes about his experiences. They travel
from England to Africa, South America and Australia. One night, Michael is on the lookout with his dog, Stella, when a storm throws them overboard. They wake up on a Pacific island populated by orangutans and friendly gibbons. After finding food regularly left for him, Micasan meets an old Japanese
man named Kensuke, who also lives on the island, whom he considers his private kingdom. He was the one who saved Micasan from the storm and helped him survive. Kensuke first forbade Michael from leaving his side of the island and lighting fires. However, after saving Michael again and
breastfeeding him back to health after he gets stung by a jellyfish, he invites Micasan to live with him in his cave and begins to open up to Michael. Michael Kensuke, and Kensuke teaches Michael how to paint, how to fish with a spear and where to find the best food (like red bananas) and water. He was
eventually revealed to be a doctor and a Survivor of World War II. Kensuke believes that his family, including Kimi and her son Michaya died in Nagasaki after the atomic bomb was dropped there on August 9, 1945. Over time, Kensuke begins to understand how Michael feels and how he misses his
family. Together, they build a beacon that can be lit to signal to ships, but for a long time they see no sign of ships. Eventually, however, Michael finds the remains of a ship. He consults Kensuke to see if they should turn on the beacon. Kensuke acknowledges that the ship is carrying poachers, so he and
Michael rush to gather all the monkeys in a cave, to protect them from the threat. They almost succeed, but can't find a particular orangutan, the one Kensuke calls Kikanbo. The poachers show up and they hear gunshots. When the ship leaves, they discover that some gibbons were killed, but Kikanbo
had survived. The next ship they see is not the poachers' ship, so they turn on the beacon. The ship's crew saw the fire and headed for the island. When the boat is closer, Michael sees that it is the Peggy Sue, with his parents on board. However, Kensuke decided not to go home with Micasan after all,
saying: This is my place. This Kingdom of Kensuke. The emperor must remain in his Kingdom, take care of his people. The emperor did not flee. Not an honorable thing to do. Kensuke asks Micasan to keep his presence on the island secret for ten years, after which Kensuke will probably be dead.
Micasan is reunited with her parents. In the epilogue, it is revealed that four years later, Kensuke Michiya's son, who had survived the Nagasaki bombing, wrote to Michael L asking to meet him to talk about Kensuke. Michael notes that Michiya laughs like her father. Adaptations In August 2018, WildChild
Productions took a theatrical adaptation of Kensuke's Kingdom by Stuart Paterson at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. [3] It featured a voiceover by Jenny Agutter. Lupus Films, based in the UK, began producing on an animated version of the Kingdom of Kensuke (film) in 2020. Sally Hawkins, Cillian
Murphy and Ken Watanabe are vocal actors for the animated version. References - Kensuke's Kingdom at Reading Matters - Kensuke's Kingdom at Fantastic Fiction - Michael Morpurgo's Kensuke's Kingdom. Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Excerpted July 15, 2018. External Links Official page to
michaelmorpurgo.com Read the questions page Children's literature portal Excerpt from
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